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DISCUSSIONS/SUMMARY/TAKE HOME
▸ The granularity of emission data matters - The use of inter-inventory differences for uncertainty analysis 
needs to be done at a “appropriate” spatial resolution with acknowledging the fundamental limitations.   
▸ With better granularity, we are still stuck in the same problem - Fine-grained emission data are 
extremely useful.  But those are also emission data (not mechanistic models), and not measurements. 
Fine-grained emission data also share the same difficulties and limitations. 
▸ New opportunity from CO2 world - New CO2 measurements (dense ground network and satellites) 
should place us to a better position to objectively quantify disaggregation errors and emission spatial 
uncertainties using atmospheric simulations, and produce improved emission patterns. 
▸ Proxy-based downscaling remains useful - Using atmospheric CO2 data and modeling, we can tell 
what is a “good” proxy and possibly what the true emissions look like.  New NASA’s Nighttime 
Environmental Product will be a great proxy data to produce improved emission distributions globally.  
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